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ABSTRACT
Kinship systems are best explained functionally, in terms of the conflicting needs of the society concerned, rather than in terms of universal constraints, whether OT or other; but OT is particularly unsuitable as it rules out taxonomies. A conceptual analysis of kinship terminology shows, not that ‘grammar’ extends to kinship, but that general cognition has the formal power to handle grammar.

MAIN TEXT

Jones argues that any kinship system has to find a balance between splitting and lumping – between the need to distinguish relatives who are different and the need to generalise about those who are similar. Needs such as these are part of any functional account of how languages change and develop (Nuyts, 2007) as ‘stable engineering solutions satisfying multiple design constraints’ (Evans and Levinson, 2009). It is easy to imagine a functional account of the data that Jones lays out: of why, for instance, English lumps cousins together while Seneca lumps older sisters with older female cousins. As Jones says, these differences are probably related to the social structures of the societies concerned, so we already have an explanation for them. Why, then, do we also need cognitive constraints, such as his proposed OT constraints?

One possible argument would lie in the process by which children learn kinship terminology, which, according to Jones, would be speeded up if the child knew the constraints and just has to learn their rankings (p. 35). This argument would work only if constraints were innate; but Jones himself thinks this is unlikely (p. 36). Moreover, we don’t need innate constraints in order to explain how the learning of one term and its meaning might facilitate the learning of a later term. An even easier explanation is that the later term’s meaning incorporates the meaning of the earlier one. For instance, when a child learns to lump a mother together with her sister, as in Seneca, a concept is created which can then be recycled in lumping together siblings and cousins.

Another possible argument would be that the constraints ‘generate’ (as Jones puts it) a limited range of kinship systems, thereby explaining why only these are found; similarly, but at the level of the individual, once a child has learned the correct rankings, the child’s mind ‘generates’ the correct meanings for the language’s potential kinship terminology. But once again the explanation fails if not only the
rankings but even the constraints themselves have to be learned. And once again alternative explanations are easily available: languages only have kinship systems that are socially useful, and children only learn the terminology to which they are exposed.

My conclusion is that general cognitive constraints on kinship terminology are redundant. On the one hand, kinship systems themselves evolve under social pressures in a society, and are best explained in terms of the social, communicative and cognitive benefits to individuals of learning to lump and split in one way rather than others. If kinship systems in different societies show differences, that is because different pressures apply to different human societies; and if there are limits to this variation, it is because these societies are subject to similar social pressures.

As for kinship terminology, this evolves to fit the kinship system, so once the system is explained, we are already heading for an explanation for the terminology. It’s true that the fit may be imperfect; for example, there may be gaps in the terminology such as the lack of an English equivalent for the everyday German word *Geschwister*, meaning ‘sibling’. However, it seems unlikely that any general constraint could predict this difference between English and German. (One explanation we can’t give is that a term isn’t needed because the concept doesn’t exist in the English kinship system; this must be wrong because we can only define ‘cousin’ in terms of ‘sibling’, as the child of a sibling of a parent.)

If constraints of all kinds are redundant, there’s little point in discussing the merits of particular proposals for constraints such as the OT account that Jones develops. However, it is worth pointing out one general limitation of the OT mechanism when applied to the mapping between concepts and words. At least as presented here, it seems to exclude the possibility of a taxonomic organisation of meanings. For instance, if the ranking of DISTINGUISH SEX explains why we have to distinguish mothers from fathers, how can we accommodate the term parent? The fact is that, at some points, languages typically give us a choice between splitting and lumping; so we can either split our mother from our father, or we can lump them together as our parents. These lumped concepts don’t seem to be covered by Jones’s analysis, but they play an important part in the English system because we recycle them in defining more distant relatives following the pattern suggested above for ‘cousin’; so an aunt is the sister of a parent and a grandfather is the father of a parent.

In spite of these reservations about the approach that Jones takes, I agree totally that ‘The study of kin terms ... leads beyond kin to “fundamental structures of the human mind”’ (p. 36). Kinship terminology has featured in some of my own work (Hudson, 1996:85-88, Hudson, 2007:237-8, Hudson, 2010: 47-50) as an example of what I call ‘I-society’, our mental representation of society, comparable with Chomsky’s ‘I-language’. Like Jones, I believe it is important to consider the conceptual structures that we use for kinship, and to consider what they tell us about the mind and about language. But my argument runs in the opposite direction from his. Whereas he finds a ‘grammar’ in kinship terminology, I find structures like those of kinship in grammar; for example, as he points out, both kinship and grammar allow recursion. Moreover, my conclusion is that if our minds can cope with the complexities of I-language, then they also have the ability, without any specialised ‘modules’, to cope with the complexities of language (Hudson, 2009, Hudson, 2010:50, 160).
In short, the best explanation for the facts of language, including kinship terminology, is not OT or any other theory specific to language, but a general theory of cognition combined with a general theory of the functional demands of communication.
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